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Abstract 

The age-long crave for objectivity, improved reliability, and dependability of latent trait scales of 

measurement clearly accounted for the evolution of Item Response Theory (IRT), a psychometric 

option, meant to breach obvious measurement gaps created by the Classical Test Theory (CTT). 

Though CTT has been in vogue for centuries, its inherent test and sample dependency remain a major 

weakness which experts see as largely compromising objectivity and reliability in measurement 

processes and outcomes. Item response theory, also known as latent trait theory or strong true score 

theory, was conceived essentially for the enhancement of objectivity and reliability in the 

measurement of latent traits, which is the main thrust of this paper.  The theory is rooted in the idea 

that a correct response to an item is a function of person and item parameters. This concept, 

therefore guarantees that, measurement is exclusively a function of the trait (e.g. examinee’s ability) 

and item parameters (e.g. item difficulty). Thus, ability is not tied to the entire test or group along 

with which the test is taken as represented by CTT. 
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Introduction 

Measurement is the systematic assignment of quantitative numerals to objects, persons or events for 

purposes of locating the level of a certain characteristic of interest that such objects, persons or events 

possess. Measures of such a characteristic or trait are obtained through various forms of instruments, 

depending on whether what is being measured can be observed directly or otherwise. For instance, 

there are instruments for physical or direct measurement and there are those for psychological or 

indirect measurement. The latter applies to educational measurement, where the traits or attributes 

measured are generally not observable directly. Ideally, however, whether in physical or 

psychological measurements, it is required that the processes and outcomes are objective and bias-

free.  

Objectivity in measurement, according to Joshua (2005), demands that the calibration of measuring 

instrument should not depend on those or objects being measured or used for the calibration. He 

explained that, the results of measuring the amount of a given trait, be it physical or psychological, 

possessed by a body or any other physical object should not depend on the specific measuring 

instrument used. And that the meaning or interpretation given to the measurement outcome should 

not depend on the group along with which the body was measured. In other words, objectivity would 

guarantee that every attempt at measuring the same trait should yield the same result irrespective of 

the specific instrument used, the person carrying out the measurement, or the persons along with 

whom the individual is measured.  
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The practice in Nigeria, where, in Humanities and several other fields of learning, including 

education, psychological measures and their interpretations are test and sample dependent, leaves 

much to be desired in terms of objectivity. This shortcoming in measurement is clearly inherent in 

what is called Classical Test Theory (CTT). According to Wu, Tam and Jen (2017), Classical Test 

Theory (CTT), also known as the true score theory, refers to the analysis of test results based on 

test scores. They stated that the statistics produced under CTT include measures of item difficulty, 

item discrimination, measurement error and test reliability. Kebbi and Offor (2015) believe that 

measurement in the Nigerian school system lacks objectivity because scores obtained by an 

individual from a test symbolizes the individual’s ability and the quality of the test (particularly 

item difficulty) varies with the group (bright and dull tested). They claim that the problems of 

objectivity are traceable to the classical test theory currently in vogue in our school system, which 

deploys such tools of analysis as p-value, d-value, mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis and 

reliability of the test as bases for measuring ability and such other traits.  Thompson (2016), in 

examining some of the weaknesses of Classical Test Theory, stated  that (i) Classical statistics are 

all sample dependent, and unusable on a different sample; (ii) Classical statistics are tied to a specific 

test form, and do not deal well with sparse matrices introduced by multiple forms, linear on the fly 

testing, or adaptive testing; (iii) CTT has a number of methods for linking multiple forms, but they 

are weak compared to IRT; (iv) Classical tests are built for the average student, and do not measure 

high or low students very well; conversely, statistics for very difficult or easy items are suspect; (v) 

CTT does not account for guessing on multiple choice exams; (vi) CTT does not support adaptive 

testing in most cases; and (vii) Scoring in classical test theory does not take into account item 

difficulty. 

 

This lack of objectivity, which is the major weakness of the Classical Test Theory informed the 

emergence of another psychometric theory called ‘Item Response Theory’, which is the key focus of 

this paper and which the author views as an up-scaling  approach to educational measurement.  

Item Response Theory 

Item Response Theory (IRT), as reported by An and Yung (2014), was first proposed in the field of 

psychometrics for the purpose of ability assessment. They assert that it is widely used in education 

to calibrate and evaluate items in tests, questionnaires and other instruments and to score subjects 

on their abilities, attitude or other latent traits. In view of its efficacy in item calibration and 

measurement of psychological traits, it is being deployed in the development of major standardized 

educational tests such as Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and Graduate Record Examination (GRE). 

An and Yung (2014) maintain that such  observed popularity of IRT is essentially due to the fact 

that its methodology significantly improves measurement accuracy and reliability while providing 

potentially significant reductions in assessment time and effort, especially through computerized 

adaptive testing. Item response theory (IRT) is based on the idea that the probability of a correct 

response to an item is a function of the person and item parameter. The person parameter is viewed 

as a single trait or dimension (example, intelligence and attitude to learning) while item parameters 

include their difficulty (location) on the difficulty range, discrimination which is the slope or 

correlation representing how steeply the rate of success of individuals caries with their ability, and 

a pseudo guessing parameter, representing the lower asymptote at which even the least able person 

will score due to guessing (Kebbi & Offor (2015). 

Up-scaling approach to educational measurement 

The whole essence of Item Response Theory (IRT) is to achieve highly objective and bias-free 

measures of psychological constructs or latent traits that any given subject or person possesses. 
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Trends in educational measurement seem to shift rapidly to the use of IRT as against the Classical 

Test Theory (CTT) which had been in vogue for centuries. This turn of events is not far-fetched. The 

crave for objectivity, improvement in accuracy and reliability of educational and psychological tests 

are key factors in favour of IRT today. For instance, a major weakness of CTT as cited by Fan in 

Bichi, Embong, Mama and Maiwada (2015), which IRT has overcome is the former’s dependency of 

item/person statistics. In other words, IRT models produce item statistics that are independent of 

examinee samples and person statistics equally independent of the particular set of items 

administered.  

The three assumptions of IRT, which, as reported by Kebbi and Offor (2015), explain what happens 

to a test item and the examinees in a test situation and which establish and sustain objectivity are 

discussed below. 

Unidimentionality 

Objectivity in latent trait measurement essentially implies that a test or similar instrument measures 

just a single trait or ability. As an examinee approaches the test item before him, he is expect to 

produce a certain response based on that singular knowledge area that is being measured. Kebbi and 

Offor (2015) corroborated this by asserting that test scores are most objective and meaningful when 

all the test items depend on a single trait of the examinee and not on the group along with which one 

was measured. This, according to them, infers that characterization of the examinee is not test 

dependent and the characterization of the items is not examinee dependent.  

Local Independence 

This assumption simply indicates that a person’s response to an item should never give him a clue to 

his response to the next item. In other, one’s responses to questionnaire or similar forms of items are 

not statistically related to each other. Yang and Kao (2014) stated that there are two components in 

local independence: the first is that only one latent trait is considered; the second is that the response 

to one question is not contingent on a response to another question. They equally maintain that this 

assumption complements unidimensionality—where only one latent trait is measured by a set of 

items in a scale or test. 

Know-correct assumption 

An examinee or test taker who comes face-to-face before an item in a given scale or test would only 

supply the right answer if he knows it. In other words, the underlying factor that informs his answer is 

the trait, nothing else. If he lacks the latent trait being measured, his answer will reflect so. That is, he 

would not get the correct answer. 

Basic measurement properties for IRT 

Some basic measurement properties of items and respondents that are estimated for scales based on 

IRT models as outlined by Yang and Kao (2014) are discussed. 

(i) Latent trait: theta 
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The unidimensional latent trait being assessed by a scale (e.g learning attitude) for a 

certain person is denoted by the Greek symbol theta (θs). The transformed scale of theta 

has a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 with an arbitrary range that will cover the 

latent trait that is being measured. For instance, the theta for learning attitude may range 

from -6 to 6, with those closer to -6 having more negative learning attitude and those 

closer to 6 having more positive learning attitude. 

(ii) Item characteristic curve (ICC) 

Item characteristic curves (ICCs) are graphical depictions of the relationship between the 

measurement properties of an examinee and of the items; they are useful tools for 

visualization and interpretation of the items in the scale. The ICC is an estimate of the 

probability that a test taker will choose a particular response option. The theta value of 0 

in a transformed scale indicates a 50% probability that an examinee will select a certain 

response option. The ICC shows the x-axis as the theta range (i.e. -6 to 6) and the y-axis 

as the probability range with the lowest value being 0, or zero probability, to the highest 

value being 1, or 100 percent probability. 

(iii) The A, B, C, and D’s of IRT 

“ai” (slope) parameter: Item discrimination 

The item discrimination parameter allows for determining how well items identify examinees at 

different levels of the latent trait (learning attitude). The item discrimination parameter is also called 

the slope parameter, with steeper slopes at a particular theta level offering better discrimination than 

less steep slopes, as depicted on the ICC. The theoretical range of values for item discrimination is 

from -∞ to +∞; however, items with negative values of are  considered problematic because 

they suggest that respondents with increasing levels of the latent trait are less likely to select the 

correct response options.  

“bi” (location) parameter: Item difficulty 

The term item difficulty is used in the education field to describe how difficult it is to achieve a 0.5 

probability of a correct response for a specific item given the  respondent’s level of the latent 

variable (theta). Therefore, the more difficult it is  for a student to have a 50% chance of 

correctly answering an item, the higher the  ability level needed to achieve this goal.  

“ci”(guessing) parameter: pseudo-chance-level 

In the education field, students with low ability may guess correctly on a multiple  choice test 

item, which would be accounted for by the guessing or pseudo-chance-level parameter (ci).  

D constant: scaling factor 

The scaling factor, D, is a constant with the value 1.7 that is used to bring the estimates for two types 

of functions in an IRT model as close as possible. The two functions are the logistic function and the 

normal ogive function. The logistic  function was introduced by Birnbaum to easily calculate the 

item parameters and  the probability of theta without using more complicated mathematical 

integration. The normal ogive function is based on a cumulative normal distribution.  

Conclusion 

Item response theory was conceived, essentially for the enhancement of objectivity and reliability in 

the measurement of unobservable (latent) traits. In the Nigerian educational situation where 

examination malpractice appears to be institutionalized, assessing students on the basis of a given 
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trait (ability) and item properties, which is the thrust of IRT will bring the needed sanity to the school 

system. 
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